PRESS RELEASE

Sharp increase in turnover in 2021:
€285.7m, representing a growth of around 40%
Confirmation of a target turnover
in excess of €400m in 2022
In millions of Euros (€m
excl. tax)

Turnover

2021

2020

Variation n-1

285.7

204.8

+39.5%

Saint-Herblain, 1 March 2022, 5.45 p.m. In 2021, the regional development group REALITES
continued along its growth path recording figures for the financial year up by 39.5%.
Turnover stood at €285.7m, exceeding the target level of €280m already recorded last September.
In a market which has still not returned to its pre-pandemic levels, the Group has taken benefited
from the performance of its innovative real estate projects and service platform to generate a
sustained growth rate through all its businesses.
REALITES will provide further information on its turnover indicators when it publishes its annual results
for 2021, which are expected to show a sharp increase.
Drawing on the buoyant activity levels seen since the beginning of the financial year, REALITES
remains confident that it will be able to achieve turnover in excess of €400m in 2022, ahead of its
“2025 Ambitions” plan.

Next publication:
Thursday 17 March (after trading): annual results 2021
Friday 18 March: SFAF meeting

About REALITES
REALITES was founded in 2003 by its CEO, Yoann CHOIN-JOUBERT as a regional development company which
develops new, innovative solutions with and for cities and urban areas to create value, enhance attractiveness
and promote economic development. Thanks to its twofold positioning as project manager (construction of
apartments, managed housing, shops, offices, business premises, etc.) and end-user consultant (running of
retirement homes, student accommodation, health centres, leisure complexes), REALITES i able to develop
projects which anticipate the needs of cities and local districts.
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The Group is committed to the in-depth transformation of construction processes through its technology and
innovation centre REALITES Build Tech, which pools the Group's technical expertise in project management to
design projects in line with future construction challenges.
As the leading social purpose corporation in France, REALITES is officially confirming its commitment to
reconcile lucrative targets with collective interest, with the support of a mission committee made up of wellknown experts.
With over 900 employees and an ambitious development strategy in France and Africa (Morocco and Senegal),
REALITES recorded a turnover of €285.7m in 2021.
The Group's aim, via its “2025 Ambitions” strategic plan, is to generate a turnover of €800m in 2025, with an
operating result of 8 %.
REALITES has been listed on Euronext Growth Paris since 2014 and its stock is eligible for PEA PME (Isin code:
FR0011858190, ticker: ALREA).
Further information: www.groupe-realites.com
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Join Utiles en Actions,
the REALITES Shareholder Club
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